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Chapter 3

Erasure noise

The results in this chapter are based on an unpublished manuscript

Falk Unger, Erasure noise threshold for fault-tolerant com-
putation, unpublished

It extends and simplifies a result in

A. Razborov. An upper bound on the threshold quan-
tum decoherence rate, Quantum Information and Computation,
4(3):222–228, 2004

In this chapter we will present a first upper bound on the noise tolerable for
fault-tolerant classical as well as quantum computing. Despite its simplicity, it
is currently the best upper bound on storage noise if there are no restrictions on
the allowed quantum gates other than their fan-in.

We will consider circuits in which after each time-step, every qubit is “erased”
with a certain probability p and prove an upper bound of 1 − 1/k on p for fault-
tolerant computation, where k is the maximal fan-in1 of the gates allowed. The
result is very general, since all quantum operations with restricted fan-in are
allowed (in particular also classical operations).

We prove that for long enough computations it is impossible to distinguish
any two input states reliably if the noise is more than 1 − 1/k. In particular,
above this noise rate quantum circuits with single qubit measurements become
“useless” after a constant amount of time and polynomial-size circuits (but with
arbitrary measurements) become “useless” after a logarithmic amount of time.

Surprisingly, this is tight since for smaller noise rates it is possible to construct
circuits of arbitrary depth such that it is possible to distinguish certain input
states. However, it is not clear whether it is possible to simulate any quantum
circuit efficiently, if the noise is less than 1 − 1/k. See Section 3.4.

1Recall that the fan-in of a gate is the number of its input wires.
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34 Chapter 3. Erasure noise

3.1 Erasure vs. depolarizing noise

As announced in the introduction of this thesis, our noise bound will apply to
storage noise, which means that we assume that all gates used are perfect, and
after each time-step noise happens on each qubit independently. We will assume
that gates can be executed perfectly, i.e. there is no gate noise. Further, there
are different types of noise which could be applied to stored qubits, for example
erasure noise and depolarizing noise. We will first define both and then argue
that the upper bound for erasure noise, which we prove later in this chapter, also
applies to depolarizing noise.

Erasure noise of rate p is an operation that takes one qubit ρ as input and
outputs one qubit and one classical bit

ρ �→ (1 − p)|0〉〈0| ⊗ ρ + p|1〉〈1| ⊗ ψ0.

The classical bit indicates whether an error occurred or not. It is set to 1 with
probability p, otherwise 0. If it is equal to 1, then the gate replaces the input
qubit by a fixed qubit state ψ0. If it is 0 it applies the identity to its quantum wire
and the output qubit is the same as the input qubit. The exact specification of ψ0

is unimportant in our case (and most other cases) and can be an arbitrary mixed
one-qubit state. The error-indicating bit is sent to the experimenter running the
circuit, who can react to erasure errors by letting later quantum gates depend on
which erasure errors have happened so far. The precise definitions of our model
can be found in the next section.

This error model is often studied and a good model for many kinds of errors
happening in quantum mechanical systems. For example a qubit might be stored
by an ion, where the lowest energy state represents a |0〉 and the second lowest
a |1〉. Due to noise processes this ion can shift to some higher excited state with
some probability. It is still possible to detect whether the ion is in some higher
excited state, in which case we say that the information is lost, or “erased”. This
is possible without disturbing the state in case no error is detected, i.e. if the
qubit is in |0〉 or |1〉 (or a superposition thereof). See [49] for more examples.

Recall that for a qubit ρ depolarizing noise with probability p is a quantum
operation which applies the identity operation with probability 1−p and replaces
the qubit by the completely mixed state I2/2 with probability p

ρ �→ (1 − p)ρ+ pI2/2. (3.1)

In the case of erasure noise it is inessential for most applications (including the
following noise bound for erasure noise) what ψ0 exactly is, because in case an
error is detected, one can just replace the qubit by the desired state ψ0. It is im-
mediately clear that erasure noise at rate p is less serious than depolarizing noise
at the same rate, because in the former case we are informed when noise happens
and could just replace the wire by a completely mixed qubit I/2. Therefore, the
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upper bound we prove in Theorem 3.3.1 immediately also applies to depolarizing
noise.

3.2 Circuit model

We start by explaining the model informally and give formal definitions later. As
customary for quantum circuits, we consider synchronized parallel circuits, as in
Section 2.2. In a synchronized quantum circuit of depth T quantum operations
can only happen at discrete time-steps t ∈ {1, . . . , T}. The only thing we restrict
is the number of qubits k > 1 which go into any gate. Otherwise we allow any
quantum operation, i.e., completely positive trace-preserving map. In our model
time proceeds in discrete time-steps and in each time-step any number of gates
can be executed, as long as they act on disjoint sets of wires. We assume that
gates can be executed perfectly. After every time-step erasure noise happens on
each qubit, the rate of which will determine whether fault-tolerant computation
is possible or not.

We further allow weak classical control : The operation a gate performs may
arbitrarily depend on the classical bits on earlier wires that indicate erasure. But
the qubits a gate acts on and the time of its execution are fixed from the start. We
call this kind of control weak because the most general kind of classical control ,
also allows to choose on which qubits a gate acts depending on previous erasure
errors and measurements on earlier wires. This stronger kind of classical control
is also called perfect classical control.

To incorporate erasure noise and weak classical control into our circuit model
we have to expand the definitions of circuits from Section 2.2.

Recall from Section 2.2 that a quantum circuit is given by a set of gates and
each gate contains a description of which qubits it acts on, the time it is executed
and its quantum operation (in terms of Kraus operators).

3.2.1. Definition. [Skeleton graph] A description of a circuit C without the
specification of the quantum operations of the gates (the Kraus operators) is
called the topology of the circuit. From the topology of a circuit we can define its
skeleton graph S: The circuit graph of a quantum circuit is a graph with T + 1
parts 1, . . . , T + 1. The t-th part, 1 ≤ t ≤ T , is called Gt and contains the gates
at time t. There are only directed edges from Gt to Gt+1 for any t. For every gate
Gi ∈ Gt and every gate Gj ∈ Gt+1, operating on qubits Wi respectively Wj, the
number of edges between Gi and Gj is equal to |Wi ∩Wj|, which is the number
of output qubits of Gi which are input qubits of Gj. Such an edge is called a wire
at time t. The set of all wires at time t is denoted by Vt. The nodes in the first
subset G1 have no incoming edges and correspond to the gates executed in the
first time step. Nodes in GT+1 have no outgoing edges and represent the output
qubits of the circuit after its T computation steps.
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When we restrict the gates to fan-in at most k, then every node in the graph has
in-degree (and out-degree) at most k.

From the skeleton graph we can define erasure patterns.

3.2.2. Definition. [Error pattern] An error pattern E for a circuit C is a subset
of wires of the skeleton graph. If a wire w is in E than we say w that has been
erased. A particular wire w ∈ Vt is called connected (to the input), if there is a
path from the input to w which does not contain any edges in E. In particular,
the wire itself must not be erased. We write conn(w,E).

3.2.3. Definition. [Weak classical control] Let M be a map which associates
to each gate G at time 1 ≤ t ≤ T and each error pattern E a quantum operation
(which has to act on the same number of qubits as the gate)

M(G, E) �→ ÊG,E,

where ÊG,E is given in terms of its Kraus operators. We call Ê the intended or
noise-free operation. The quantum operation of a gate on k qubits is then defined
as the operation

EG,E = ÊG,E ◦ N ,

where N is the quantum operation that replaces those outputs qubits of G that
are in E (i.e. are erased) by ψ0.

Further, to each error pattern E our map M associates a two-valued measure-
ment with operators {ME,0,ME,1}.

Note that via M every error pattern E defines a quantum circuit in the usual
sense (as in Section 2.2), which we call CE. In Definition 3.2.3 we also notice that
the Kraus operators which M associates to G may depend on whether erasures
happen on later wires. This is of course physically unreasonable, but since we
are proving an upper bound on the tolerable noise, this is not a problem. For the
lower bound on the threshold we will give a “physically reasonable” definition in
Definition 3.3.4.

3.2.4. Definition. [Erasure noise] With each wire w we associate a probability
pw, which is its probability of being erased. Let q(E) be the probability distri-
bution over error patterns in which each wire w is erased independently of the
others with probability pw.

3.2.5. Definition. [Bias] Let C be a quantum circuit with weak classical con-
trol. For each error pattern E of C let ρE be the output of CE on input ρ. The
bias of C on the two input states ρ0 and ρ1 is

∑
E

q(E)
∣∣∣Tr(M †

E,1ME,1(ρ0,E − ρ1,E))
∣∣∣ .
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In Theorem 3.3.1 we show that if the rate of erasure noise is higher than
1− 1/k then for any bias δ (a) no measurement on a single qubit can distinguish
any two input states with bias δ after some constant amount of time and (b) no
measurement on a polynomial number of qubits can distinguish any two input
states after some logarithmic amount of time. The first result implies that only
for a constant number of functions there is a circuit, that outputs the value of
the function on one output qubit with bounded error. The second result implies
that functions which need super-logarithmic depth to compute on a quantum
computer, cannot be computed if the noise rates are too high. The last result
holds even if the final measurement can be arbitrary and arbitrary classical post-
processing is allowed.

3.3 Noise threshold

The following theorem was first proved for depolarizing noise by Razborov [79],
using a different technique. Our technique extends to erasure noise. Further, we
want to point out that a similar argument was already used by Feder [39] for
classical noise bounds, but without making the connection to erasure noise.

3.3.1. Theorem. Consider circuits C with weak classical control, which use ar-
bitrary gates of fan-in at most k. Assume that there is an ε > 0 such that on each
wire w erasure noise happens with probability at least pw ≥ 1− 1/k + ε, indepen-
dently of erasures on other wires. Let δ > 0 be the desired output bias and let q
be the number of output qubits to be measured. Then there is some T ∈ O(log q

δ
)

such that for any two input states ρ0 and ρ1 and for any circuit C that takes at
least T steps to compute and uses an arbitrary q-qubit measurement, the bias of
C is at most δ.

In particular this implies that already after a constant amount of time quantum
circuits with one final one-qubit measurement are “useless”. Further, if we are
interested in polynomial-size quantum circuits, then circuits with n input qubits
have at most q ∈ O(poly(n)) many output qubits. Hence, already after T ∈
O(log n) time-steps the inputs to the circuit are completely indistinguishable.

We first show the following Lemma, which gives a bound on the probability
that a wire is connected to the input.

3.3.2. Lemma. For any circuit C as in Theorem 3.3.1 and t ≥ 1 let

at = max
w∈Vt

PrE[conn(w,E)],

be the smallest number such that no wire at time t is connected to the input with
probability higher than at. Then

at ≤ (1 − kε)t. (3.2)
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Proof: The proof is by induction. Clearly, a1 ≤ 1/k − ε < 1 − kε, because the
wires at time 1 are erased with probability at least 1 − 1/k + ε. This proves the
base case. For the induction step consider a wire w at time t + 1. Let G be the
gate which has output wire w. (G can also be the 1-qubit identity gate.) Let
v1, . . . vl be the input wires of G, with l ≤ k. Then wire w is connected if and
only if one of the wires v1, . . . vl is connected and w itself is not erased. By the
union bound we therefore get at+1 ≤ (1/k − ε)kat = (1− kε)at, which proves the
inductive step.

The next Lemma shows that if a set of wires is not connected to the input, then
the state on its qubits is input-independent.

3.3.3. Lemma. Fix an error pattern E and some t with 1 ≤ t ≤ T and let V ⊆ Vt

be some set of wires which are all not connected to the input. Let ρt be the state
of the computation of circuit CE on input ρ after all gates up to time t have been
processed. Let ρV,t = Tr{1,...,n}\V (ρt) be the state on the qubits V only. Then ρV,t

does not depend on ρ.

Proof: The proof is by induction on t. If none of the wires in V ⊆ V1 is connected,
then they are all erased. Thus, ρV,1 = ψ

⊗|V |
0 , which is clearly independent of ρ.

This proves the base case.
For t > 1 let Ve ⊆ V ⊆ Vt be the set of wires in V which are erased at time

t. Let F ⊆ Gt be the set of gates which have an outgoing wire in V \Ve. Let
U ⊆ Vt−1 be the set of all wires going into a gate in F . In simple words: U is
the set of wires at time t − 1 that “lead” into the wires V \Ve at time t. Since
the wires V \Ve are neither erased nor connected, none of the wires in U can be
connected. This means that by our inductive assumption ρU,t−1 does not depend

on ρ and therefore neither ρV \Ve,t. Thus the state ρV,t = ρV \Ve,t ⊗ ψ
⊗|Ve|
0 does not

depend on ρ.

Proof of Theorem 3.3.1: Let T be the number of steps of C and O be the set
of the q measured output qubits. For an error pattern E let ρE,i be the state of
the qubits O at time T of circuit CE with input ρi. The bias of the circuit is

∑
E

q(E)
∣∣∣Tr(M †

E,1ME,1(ρE,0 − ρE,1))
∣∣∣

=
∑

E,∃w∈O : conn(w,E)

q(E)
∣∣∣Tr(M †

E,1ME,1(ρE,0 − ρE,1))
∣∣∣

≤
∑

E,∃w∈O : conn(w,E)

q(E)

=
∑
w∈O

∑
E: conn(w,E)

q(E)

≤ q(1 − kε)T ,
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using Lemmas 3.3.3 for the first equality and Lemma 3.3.2 and the union bound
for the last inequality.

Thus, the bias δ can be upper bounded by q(1−kε)T ≤ δ, which is equivalent
to T ≥ log δ−log q

log(1−kε)
. This establishes the theorem.

We now show that the above Theorem 3.3.1 is essentially tight, by showing
that at noise rates less than 1− 1/k it is no longer true. For the upper bound we
allowed the quantum operation of gate G to depend on a “global” error pattern,
i.e. it could depend on erasures which happen at later time-steps than the gate
itself. For our lower bound we do not want this assumption.

3.3.4. Definition. [Causal] For a quantum circuit let as in Definition 3.2.3

M(G, E) �→ ÊG,E,

be the map specifying for each gate and erasure pattern the Kraus operators of
this gate. We say that this quantum circuit is causal (or: can be generated in a
causal manner) if for all error patterns E and gates G it holds that

M(G, E) = M(G, E ∩ (V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vt−1)),

where t is the time of gate G.

Note that causality means that the quantum operation of gate G only depends
on erasures on wires which happened before G.

3.3.5. Definition. [Efficiency] We say that a quantum circuit with weak clas-
sical control can be efficiently generated if the description of its skeleton graph,
the output of M(G, E) (Kraus operators of gate G for erasure pattern E) and
the measurement operators can be computed efficiently, i.e., in time which is
polynomial in the number of input qubits to the circuit.

3.3.6. Theorem. For every k, T and ε > 0 there is a quantum circuit C with

weak classical control, a δ > 0 and input states ρ0 = |0〉⊗kT

and ρ1 = |1〉⊗kT

with the following properties: C can be efficiently generated, has causal quantum
operations and uses gates of fan-in at most k. Further, if each wire in C is
subjected to erasure noise with probability at most 1− 1/k− ε, then after T steps
it is possible to distinguish ρ0 from ρ1 with bias δ using a one-qubit measurement.

Proof: The circuit we construct is a formula: Each gate has k input wires, one
output wire and the gates are arranged as a balanced tree of depth T , with the
output as the root. Every gate will depend on an erasure pattern in the following
way: If one of its input wires w1, . . . , wk is connected then the gate outputs the
qubit on the first connected wire. Otherwise output some fixed state, say ψ0.

The measurement operators for the final 1-qubit measurement are |0〉〈0| and
|1〉〈1|, which corresponds to a measurement in the computational basis. It acts on
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the output qubit of the last gate. Clearly, this circuit can be generated efficiently
and it is causal.2

We need the following Lemma, which complements Lemma 3.3.2.

3.3.7. Lemma. Let bt be the minimum probability over all wires w at time t that
w is connected, i.e.,

bt = min
w∈Vt

PrE[conn(w,E)].

Then there is a constant D > 0 such that for all t

bt ≥ D.

Proof: A wire at time t+ 1 is connected if at least one of the input wires to the
preceding gate is connected and no erasure happens after the gate. Therefore we
have the recursion

bt+1 ≥
(

1

k
+ ε

)(
1 − (1 − bt)

k
)

(3.3)

≥
(

1

k
+ ε

)(
kbt −O(b2t )

)
≥ bt(1 + kε− cbt), (3.4)

for some c > 0. We first note that always (1 − (1 − bt)
k) ≥ bt and therefore by

(3.3) we get (a): bt+1/bt ≥ 1/k. Secondly, if bt ≤ kε/c then (3.4) implies (b):
bt+1/bt ≥ 1. From (a) and (b) we get

bt ≥ ε

c

for all t.

Continuing with the proof of Theorem 3.3.6, we note that by construction of
our circuit every connected wire carries the qubit |i〉 if ρi was input. In particular,
this holds for the output wire. As in the proof of Theorem 3.3.1 we can therefore
write the bias of the circuit as

∑
E

q(E)

∣∣∣∣∣Tr
(
|1〉〈1|(ρE,0 − ρE,1)

)∣∣∣∣∣
=

∑
E,∃w∈O : w is connected

q(E)

∣∣∣∣∣Tr
(
|1〉〈1|(|0〉〈0| − |1〉〈1|))

∣∣∣∣∣
≥ D,

by Lemma 3.3.7.

2Technically, this circuit is not a quantum circuit as we defined it in Section 2.2, since there
we defined that every gate has the same number of input and output wires and that each qubit is
acted on by some gate at each time. It is easy to extend our circuit such that it formally matches
the definition from Section 2.2: Just output some fixed qubit, say ψ0, on all the remaining k−1
output wires of the gates in the tree and apply the identity operation at all time steps to those
qubits which are not operated on by one of our gates.
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3.4 Discussion

We have seen an upper bound of 1− 1/k on the amount of erasure noise that can
be tolerated to enable fault-tolerant quantum computation. This bound obviously
also applies to classical circuits, although it is less relevant.

Note that in the proof of the upper bound (in particular in the proof of Lemma
3.3.2) we never needed any bound on the out-degree of the nodes in the skeleton
graph. Hence, the upper bound actually holds for gates with unbounded fan-out.3

Further, the proof also applies if the quantum circuit works on arbitrary qudits,
where we only formally need to change the dimensions of the Hilbert spaces.

The matching lower bound we have shown is weak in the sense that it only
shows that for noise rates less than 1 − 1/k Theorem 3.3.1 is no longer true. It
is interesting to analyze whether efficient fault-tolerant quantum computing can
be possible for noise less than 1− 1/k. We conjecture that fault-tolerant classical
computation is possible, meaning that every classical circuit can be efficiently
simulated in our model if the erasure noise is less than 1 − 1/k.

A (minor) open problem is to determine what happens at noise rates exactly
equal to 1 − 1/k. We conjecture that Theorem 3.3.1 still holds.

Our upper bound was for erasure noise, which is a very benign error model
since errors can be detected, i.e., we are informed when and where errors happen.
This suggests that the noise thresholds for other noise models (e.g. depolarizing
noise) are much lower. In particular, since for classical circuits4 the gaps between
erasure noise and probabilistic noise are significant: Theorems 3.3.1 and 3.3.6 are
still true for erasure noise. However, it follows from [37] that for depolarizing
noise Theorem 3.3.1 already holds for noise rates above 1 − 1/

√
k. For k = 2,

the corresponding noise rate of 1 − 1/
√

2 ≈ 29.3% is much lower than the noise
rate 1 − 1/2 = 1/2 we get for erasure noise. In fact, results in [36] and Chapter
6 suggest that the true threshold for k = 2 should not be 1 − 1/

√
2, but rather

(3 −√
7)/2 ≈ 17.7% (where we have adjusted for the different noise model from

Chapter 6), which is much smaller than 1 − 1/2. Thus, for classical circuits it is
true that the noise threshold for erasure noise only gives a very crude estimate of
the threshold for random non-erasure noise (i.e. depolarizing noise).

In Chapter 4 we will give a better upper bound for quantum circuits with
depolarizing storage noise, but we will have to restrict the multi-qubit gates to
be unitaries.

3We did not define quantum circuits with unbounded fan-out in Section 2.2, but it is straight-
forward. In our model the fan-in and fan-out of a gate are always the same.

4in which gates map computational basis states always into (probabilistic mixtures) of com-
putational basis states




